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S Y N O P S I S

HILDA is a gritty British drama set in 
modern-day London. Nearing her final 
year of school, Hilda must contend with 
the abandonment of her parents and the 
dependency of young siblings. With fiery 
determination locked behind a deadpan 
stoicism, Hilda depends on dance 
to keep the enclosing chaos at bay. 

  “They fuck you up, your mum and dad.
  They may not mean to, but they do.

  They fill you with the faults they had.
  And add some extra, just for you.”



Her only escape is music, but when it stops, 
the silence is deafening.



HILDA was supposed to be the story of a young girl’s love for music, 
the story of a London kid who is determined to dance for the rest of her 
life and flourish as an artist. Instead, her future is chiselled out for her, 
and an unprecedented responsibility drops its weight on her shoulders. 

Hilda bursts with the life, joy and energy of a child with the world at her 
doorstep. Her nights out are her workshop spaces and her education, 
her friends are her source of life, and this is what channels her love for 
music and dance, alongside the cultural rollercoaster surrounding her. 
It is only when these opportunities are snatched away that her narrative 
takes a darker turn. 

HILDA is a story for the youth of today; a call to arms for the outcomes 
of their futures.

D I R E C T O R S  S TAT E M E N T



HILDA is a story for the youth of today; 
a call to arms for the outcomes of their futures.

-  R ISHI  PELHAM (WRITER & DIRECTOR)



You wrote, directed and composed the score of this film. This multitasking is emblematic of the dedication required to produce a 
film on a low budget. Were there times when it was particularly challenging managing this lack of resources?

Many of us were doing this for the very first time and we started with not even a tenth of what we needed. We seriously considered 
making Hilda a short film rather than a feature. It was when we had the cast that we knew we had something special on our hands 
and we vowed to just keep going until we could go no more. We knew it was going to be difficult, but Odds On is very grass rooted 
in that sense, even back to our productions at the Fringe, we’ve all taken on roles that we’re not used to and done our best with it. It 
was always about getting the project to the finish line. In some cases that involved myself, Nassim Mniai, Michael Honnah and Tomos 
Roberts having late night meetings about how we were going to raise the money needed for the shoot the very next day. It was a 
sleepless process, it felt like film school as well as a film shoot, but we made it work.

Music plays a massive part in this film, seeming to have an almost ethereal power over Hilda and her life. How did you navigate 
placing music almost centre stage in certain scenes whilst not taking away from Hilda’s narrative?

It didn’t pose much of a problem because Hilda’s narrative is musical. The film wasn’t necessarily intended to be scoring her life. 
It’s Hilda’s life that affects the music, as Hilda changes, the music follows. The importance for myself and Jack Barton was not to 
overcrowd her with our own musical take on her story. The first edit of the film had way too much music in it, we would score scenes 
towards the end which we then decided were far more powerful when the score was removed - it was more in line with where Hilda 
was in her own story. The more disturbing scenes happen in silence, there is an absence of the thing the character loves the most.
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The filming method during Hilda’s dance scenes 
has a musicality and rhythm almost similar to her 
own. Was it difficult choreographing your filming 
in a way that would match and compliment the 
choreography of Justyna Szymanska?

Well Justyna was the only choreographer we 
spoke to who really understood that this wasn’t 
a ‘dance’ film, it wasn’t about being constantly 
impressive. Hilda is an aspiring dancer, self-
taught. Her dance comes from watching films, 
listening to music and observing different cultures 
and nightlife. Szymanska is a fantastic dancer, 
but the majority of her prep went into studying 
Hilda’s background, it was a very personal thing 
so the choreography always came first. When it 
came to filming it, we wanted to shoot in a way 
that indicated how Hilda saw herself. We had 
closer shots of body parts or moves she was 
trying to navigate and practice, we’d go wider as 
she became more at ease expressing herself. We 
worked closely with Szymanska and DOP Joseph 
Hobbs to really understand Hilda’s reasoning 
behind each move and worked around that.

A lot of this film relies on the performance 
of two actors - Megan Purvis and Yasmin Al-
Khudairi. How did you conduct the casting 
process and when did you know that Purvis 
and Khudairi were your Hilda and Ayala?

Casting was one of the first things we did, 
before we’d even found a DOP. When it 
came to Hilda, the only space we could afford 
was an office in a tortilla restaurant in West 
Hampstead, right next to the kitchen. That 
was a big turn off for a lot of actors who came, 
I think, but Megan just walked in and amidst 
the bustle gave an audition that had both 
myself and Honnah in a completely different 
place. We had no choice but to close down the 
scheduled auditions for the rest of that week 
after her callback. Yasmin was the same, that 
essence of the character was just there. And 
they’re both people who never take anything 
for granted, they were willing to put the work 
in. It was when we cast Hilda and Ayala that I 
truly felt like we were going to find a way to 
make this film no matter what. 



What was it that made you want to explore a family 
dynamic as complicated as Hilda’s?

The complex nature of her family has a very large impact 
on the direction Hilda’s life takes. The film starts when her 
mum, Sasha, is tipping over the edge, she’s reached the 
threshold of how much she can take. The complexity and 
history between her parents is important. It’s apparent 
that, at one time, there was a lot of love there. And it’s not 
necessarily down to them that it’s turned sour, it’s more 
down to the world they’re living in. This directly impacts 
how Hilda separates herself from the rest of the world. 
And the generational impact of the parent’s relationship is 
present in Jessie and their youngest sibling, Ivan, as well. 
To truly understand Hilda, we had to put her family under 
a microscope.

Hilda’s story and struggles can be related to the world 
over, why did you decide to set your film in London in 
particular?

A rule I always set for myself is that if I’m going to write 
something I have to know what I’m writing about, either 
have the experiences or to have immersed myself in 
something new. I lived in a completely different part of 
the world before I came to London, and that experience 

shaped my understanding of it. London is one of the most beautiful, 
diverse, difficult places I’ve seen. It’s this melting pot of cultures 
and experiences that Hilda falls in love with and is inspired by. She 
wouldn’t have access to such an array of cultures if it weren’t for the 
fact that she’s in London. The film is a celebration of that diversity.

There are multiple underlying social commentaries occuring in 
congruence with Hilda’s personal storyline. What place do you 
think Hilda has in today’s political climate?

I’ve been approached quite a few times about the message I’m 
trying to convey politically about London. In fact, while politics 
inevitably plays a part, it’s not really my place to decide what Hilda 
means to each audience member. Hilda is far more focused on 
the human element. I spent a lot of time with people who had had 
similar experiences to Hilda, as well as with the agencies that tackle 
the issues at play within her family. At some points we even had 
people on set approach us and explain how their own life related 
to Hilda’s experience - it was a very human thing. Alongside that, 
without wanting to make too blatant of a point about budget cuts 
and lack of resources in the arts, we just wanted to lay bare the human 
results. Young creatives these days have so many tools to express 
themselves, but there’s a huge barrier when it comes to resourcing 
which we wanted to convey. For instance, with Hilda’s headteacher, 
he can see her potential, and he wants to see it flourish but he simply 
doesn’t have the power to make it happen..



Artistic expression is seemingly portrayed as a sort of restricted 
escapism from everyday life throughout this film. Would you say 
that Hilda is a sort of love letter to art and its ability to enhance 
our reality.

Yeah, it is. But it’s a lot more personal than that, it’s also our own 
individual form of expression. In some cases it’s the only way that 
people feel they can express themselves. It’s the power that art can 
give us to exist, and to live. For Hilda, her expression is the reason for 
getting from one stage to another. It’s the source of her happiness, 
her distress, her livelihood. For Hilda, art doesn’t just enhance reality, 
it’s how she understands it. And in this film, it’s the forum through 
which we can live through her eyes and understand what happens 
when that is taken away. What that loss can do to a person. 

RISHI PELHAM
WRITER AND DIRECTOR

HILDA

INTERVIEW BY ELLIE TIVEY



After finishing her studies with a BA in English Literature from 
the University of Exeter, Megan has immersed herself into her 
acting dream and since starred in a multitude of short films 
such as THE AUDITION (dir. Adam Carroll), plays such as 
BOOMERANG (dir. Madeleine Shenai) and features such as 
THE YOUNG CANNIBALS (dir. Kris Carr), which was taken to 
the Marché du film of the 72nd Cannes Film Festival. She plays 
the lead in HILDA. Leaving our casting director with a simple 
choice to make following a jaw-dropping audition, Megan took 
the role with intelligence, imagination and industry.

M E G A N  P U R V I S



Yasmin graduated with a Bachelor of Social Sciences 
in Anthropology from the University of Manchester, 
where she received her best Best Actress award for the 
portrayal of Clarissa in the horror play, PIZZA DELIQUE 
(dir. Rishi Pelham), which ran at the 2016 Edinburgh’s 
FRINGE. Yasmin made her debut in film with the 
supporting role of Ayala in HILDA, a performance 
which has been noted as an example of her inherent 
naturalism and versatility.
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